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B.A. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER 2019 

Second Semester 

English Literature 

REMEDIAL GRAMMAR 

(CBCS – 2014 onwards) 

Time : 3 Hours Maximum : 75 Marks 

 Part A  (10  2 = 20) 

Answer all the questions 

1. Explain material noun with examples. 

2. What do you mean by pronoun? 

3. Explain preposition of time with examples. 

4. Explain simple past tense with an example. 

5. Find the sentence pattern: 

 (a) Rahul gave Sita a big gift 

 (b) They are singing well 

6. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions. 

 (a) His jokes are always laughed —————— 

 (b) What did you strike him ——————?  

7. Write about demonstrative adjective. 

8. Explain adverb of place with examples. 
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9. Add question tags. 

 (a) They are dancing, ——————? 

 (b) Kamala talked to me over phone, ——————? 

10. Choose the correct options. 

 (a) Lalitha as well as her brothers —————— 

(pays/pay) a tribute to her master 

 (b) Neither of them ——————(was were) present   

 Part B  (5  5 = 25) 

Answer all the questions 

11. (a) Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns  

  (i) —————— is the capital city of India. 

  (ii) This bangle is made of ——————  

(iii) The ——————  always teaches values to 

the students. 

  (iv) There is a —————— robbers who robbed 

the passengers. 

(v) The —————— is one of the Seven Wonders 

of  the World. 

Or 

 (b) Explain interrogative pronoun with suitable 

examples. 
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12. (a) Fill in the blanks with correct tense form of the 

verbs given in the bracket. 

  (i) They ——————  (go) to a pilgrimage next 

month. 

  (ii) Kalyani always ——————  (score) first 

rank. 

  (iii) My uncle —————— (live) in Mumbai since 

1995. 

 (iv) The Indian cricket team —————— (consist) 

of good players. 

 (v) We ——————  (write) the test by this time 

next year. 

Or 

 (b) Write the use of modal verbs. 

13. (a) Fill in the blanks with correct prepositions: 

  (i) She has a taste —————— psychological 

fiction 

  (ii) The pond is teeming —————— frogs. 

 (iii) He is well-versed —————— Vedic Sanskrit. 

(iv) His weakness —————— alcohol led to his 

ruin. 

  (v) A good judge never jumps ——————  

conclusion. 

Or 

 (b) Write a note on the use of definite article 

14. (a)  Fill in the blanks with suitable adverbs 

  (i) She is singing a song —————— 

  (ii)   He shouted at her —————— 

 (iii) There is a big hotel ——————  the railway 

station. 

(iv) The house is haunted ——————  ghosts. 

(v) She treats the kid ——————  

Or 

 (b) How do you classify adverbs? Explain any one of its 

kinds. 
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15. (a)  Choose the correct answers from the options given 

  (i) Either you or she ——————  (give/gives) up 

the plan. 

  (ii) Many a man —————— (like/likes) to have 

white collar job. 

 (iii) A large number of soldiers ——————  

(was/were) killed. 

 (iv) Every school and college ——————  

(has/have) library. 

 (v) A good deal of time —————— (was/were) 

wasted on this problem. 

Or 

 (b) Explain tag questions using sentence of simple 

future and present continuous tenses. 

 Part C  (3  10 = 30) 

Answer any three of the following questions 

16. Discuss in detail pronoun and its kinds. 

17. Explain tenses and their uses with suitable examples. 

18. Explain sentence pattern with suitable examples. 

19. Write a note on adjective and its kinds. 

20. How do you form tag questions? Explain it with suitable 

examples and also write the use of them. 
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